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Dark Matter can form bound states upon the emission of quanta of energy equal to the binding
energy. The rate of this process is large for strongly-interacting Dark Matter, and further enhanced
by long distance effects. The resulting monochromatic and diffuse γ-rays can be tested in indirect
detection experiments. If Dark Matter has electroweak charge, indirect signals include multiple
observable photon lines for masses in the TeV range. Else if it couples only via a dark photon
portal, diffuse spectra from dwarf galaxies and CMB reionization set powerful limits for masses
below a TeV. This mechanism provides a powerful means of probing Asymmetric Dark Matter
today.
Introduction. Asymmetric Dark Matter (DM),
having no annihilation rate today, is widely believed to be
untestable in indirect detection experiments, unless it de-
cays (see [1, 2] for reviews on the subject). We challenge
this claim by showing that, in simple explicit examples,
DM forms bound states analogous to deuterium through
the emission of SM gauge bosons or dark photons. For-
mation of these dark nuclei leads to signals that can be
observed in indirect detection experiments. (See [3–7] for
related work).
While our considerations apply more generally, e.g. to
conventional thermal DM, we focus here on models where
DM is asymmetric, and composite due to dark strong in-
teractions, in close analogy with SM nucleons. Compos-
ite DM can be simply realised as the lightest baryon in
an SU(N)D confining gauge theory with dark fermions
that are vectorial under the SM [8], see [9] for a re-
view. DM cosmological stability follows from the ac-
cidental dark baryon-number conservation, which also
guarantees the stability of the lightest state in each bary-
onic sector. The dark sector is roughly characterised at
low energies by i) the mass of the lightest dark baryon,
M , which constitutes the DM; ii) the mass of the ‘dark
pion’, Mpi . M , that sets the typical range for nu-
clear interactions amongst the baryons (we assume that
this state is cosmologically unstable); iii) the mass of a
weakly-coupled mediator external to the strong sector,
MV , e.g. SM gauge bosons. We will assume that the
spectrum features nuclear bound states with binding en-
ergies EB > MV , focussing in particular on the nucleus
with baryon number 2, ‘dark deuterium’.
The cosmological production of dark nuclei was studied
in [10]; here we consider observational implications. At
DM velocities relevant for indirect detection, dark deu-
terium is produced essentially at rest through emission
of a quantum of energy EB . We will consider two main
scenarios, characterised by the properties of the medi-
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FIG. 1. Bound state formation considered in this letter. The
process is affected by (long-) short-distance (‘weak’) ‘nuclear’
physics. The bound state can be unstable and decay to the
ground state emitting additional lines.
ator carrying the quantum of energy emitted in bound
state formation. The first is automatically realised if
DM has electroweak charges, and gives rise to emission of
SM gauge bosons, in particular to monochromatic pho-
tons. These are constrained by observations of the Galac-
tic centre by FERMI and HESS. In the second scenario
DM is neutral under the SM but charged under an addi-
tional (broken) U(1). Dark deuterium is then produced
in association with a dark photon that later decays to
SM particles. The resulting diffuse photon signal can be
tested using observations of dwarf spheroidal galaxies,
and CMB re-ionization. As we will discuss shortly, both
alternatives can be analysed by exploiting the analogy
with deuterium production in the SM, yet they present
very different experimental signatures.
Nuclear Cross sections. We consider the produc-
tion of shallow nuclear bound states with EB  M . As
shown by Bethe and Longmire [11], and more recently
derived systematically using nucleon effective field theo-
ries [12], at low energy the cross section for formation of a
shallow bound state does not depend on the details of the
potential, but simply on the parameters of the effective
range expansion. The amplitude for elastic scattering is
determined by the phase shift δ, which for s-wave scat-
tering admits the following expansion,
A = 4pi
M
1
p cot δ − ip , p cot δ = −
1
a
+
1
2
r0p
2 + . . . , (1)
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2where p is the momentum of the incoming states in the
centre-of-mass frame, a is the scattering length and r0
is the range of the interaction, r0 ∼ 1/Mpi. Importantly
for a shallow s-wave bound state the scattering length
is determined by the binding energy, 1/a ≈ √EBM , as
can be seen from the pole of A. The deuteron formation
cross section is computed in terms of the binding ener-
gies/scattering lengths of the np elastic scattering chan-
nels 1S0 and
3S1 [13]. Indeed in the presence of bound
states (i.e. poles of the elastic amplitude for imaginary
momenta p), the elastic scattering amplitude allows one
to extract the coupling of the deuteron to two nucleons
from the residue at the pole and calculate the cross sec-
tion with Feynman diagrams, see [14] for a review.
In this letter we focus on dark nuclear transitions in-
duced by magnetic dipole interactions,
κ
e
M
N†J3 (~σ · ~B)N , (2)
where N is the non-relativistic dark nucleon field, J3 is
the third component of isospin, and κ ∼ 1 for strongly
coupled nucleons. This interaction induces transitions
with selection rules ∆L = 0 and ∆S = 1, allowing for
bound state formation from an initial s-wave state.
The cross section for the formation of an s-wave bound
state through a magnetic transition reads [10]
(σvrel)
mag
NN→Dγ ≈ κ2KM
4piα
M2
(
EBf
M
) 3
2
(
1− ai
af
)2
, (3)
where ai,f are the scattering lengths of initial and final
state, vrel is the relative velocity of the incoming states
in the centre-of-mass frame, and KM is a group theory
factor, equal to 1 for deuteron formation in the SM. Since
the initial state is an s-wave, the rate for magnetic tran-
sitions, unlike that for electric transitions, is not velocity-
suppressed.
This cross section can be significantly modified by long-
distance effects due to forces external to the strong sector
[15]. Such long-distance modification is intimately tied to
the mechanism of bound-state formation, which can only
take place through emission of the light quanta that are
responsible for the effect. For electroweak constituents
these forces are just SM gauge interactions, while for
SM-neutral constituents we consider the possibility that
they are associated with exchange of a dark photon. In
the case of DM annihilation the long-distance effects can
be factorised so that σ ≈ SE × σshort where SE is the
Sommerfeld enhancement factor that takes into account
the distortion of the initial wave-function due to long-
range forces, and σshort is the perturbative cross section.
As we will discuss in detail in [16], for bound-state for-
mation the long distance effects often cannot be simply
factorised. As a result, in this letter we carry out a full
quantum-mechanical computation of the cross section by
explicit solution of the Schroedinger equation to obtain
the physical wave-function, see [17].
The reduced wave-function describing s-wave scatter-
ing of two DM particles of massM , in a given spin/charge
sector, u(r) =
√
4pirψ(r) satisfies the radial Schroedinger
equation,
− 1
M
d2u
dr2
+ V (r)u = E u , (4)
where E = Mβ2 for β = vrel/2. The wave-function
u(r) is in general a vector, on which we impose physi-
cal boundary conditions: u(0) = 0, u′(r∞) − ipu(r∞) =√
4pie−ipr∞u0 where u0 denotes the DM initial state.
The potential V (r), defined in a given spin/charge sec-
tor, contains a long-distance part, associated for example
with electroweak interactions, as well as a short-distance,
spherically symmetric nuclear potential VN that respects
the flavour symmetry of the strong dynamics. To lead-
ing order the nuclear potential must simply reproduce
the correct binding energies and range of interaction.
We choose to parametrise it using a spherical well in
each irreducible representation a of the global symme-
try of the nuclear interactions, V Na = −Vaθ(r0 − r).
The depth of the well Va determines the binding energy,
which we select in order to have a single shallow bound
state per channel [18]. The reduced wave-function de-
scribing the corresponding bound state is known analyti-
cally in the isospin-symmetric limit, and is given roughly
by uf (r) ≈ (4MEBf )
1
4 exp(−√MEBf r). The magnetic
cross section can then be computed as follows
(σvrel)
mag = 8κ2 α
E3Bf
M2
×
∣∣∣∣ ∫ dr u†iJ3uf ∣∣∣∣2 , (5)
where ui and uf are the reduced wave-functions of initial
and final states. We take κ = 1 for the remainder of this
letter.
Composite SU(2)-triplet DM We consider a sce-
nario with a fermionic dark nucleon V that transforms
as a triplet of SU(2)L. This can be realised in an SU(3)D
dark gauge theory with 3 flavours [8]. Like for the
wino, electroweak symmetry-breaking effects induce a
mass splitting ∆ = 165 MeV between the charged V±
and neutral V0 components. Collider bounds due to dark
pion production require M & TeV.
The nuclear potential being SU(2)L symmetric, all
composite states can be classified according to their
spin and weak isospin in each partial wave. The light-
est dark nuclei (isotopes of dark deuterium) are s-wave
bound states of two dark nucleons V , with isospin-spin
3 × 3 = 10 + 31 + 50; we name them D1, D3 and D5
respectively. The selection rules of the magnetic-dipole
operator in eq. (2) allow for s-wave transitions in isospin
channels 10 ↔ 31 and 31 ↔ 50. Cosmological production
of bound states being typically small for DM masses in
the TeV range [10], we will take DM today to be com-
posed entirely of neutral nucleons, V0. Anti-symmetry
of its wave-function implies that an s-wave initial state
3FIG. 2. Bound state production cross section for a compos-
ite fermion triplet of SU(2) by photon emission, V0V0 → D03γ.
We assume negligible potential in the quintuplet channel. The
gray (red) region is the exclusion due to γ-ray lines from
FERMI [19] (HESS [20]) in our galactic centre.
must have spin 0. The magnetic dipole transition then al-
lows for the production of an s-wave spin-1 nuclear bound
state, the neutral component of the SU(2)L triplet, D
0
3.
Including for simplicity only the singlet nuclear potential
and electro-weak interactions, the potential in the charg-
0 spin-0 subsector containing V+V− and V0V0 reads
V S=0Q=0 =
(
2∆−A −√2B
−√2B 0
)
+V N1 (r)
(
2
3
√
2
3√
2
3
1
3
)
, (6)
where A = α/r + α2c
2
W e
−MZr/r, B = α2e−MW r/r
are the usual electroweak contributions while V NI (r) is
the nuclear potential in the isospin-I channel, rotated
to the charge basis. In the spin-1 channel we neglect
small corrections due to electroweak effects and take
V S=1Q=0 = V
N
3 (r).
In Fig. 2 we report the cross section for the production
of D03 by emission of a photon, and compare with exper-
imental constraints on γ-ray line spectra in the galactic
centre due to FERMI [19], and HESS (as extracted from
[20]). In making the comparison we need to account for
the reduced energy of a photon coming from bound-state
formation, as compared with that from direct annihila-
tion of DM to photons; while the DM number density
is determined by M , the energy emitted is EB  M .
Thus to extract experimental bounds the limit on the
annihilation cross section must be rescaled as follows
〈σDγvrel〉 < 2
(
M
EB
)2
〈σγγvrel〉MDM=EB , (7)
where the factor of 2 is due to the emission of a single
photon in bound state formation.
For a conservative choice of parameters, formation of
dark deuterium produces a signal just within FERMI
sensitivity for masses around 3-4 TeV, where the cross
section is significantly enhanced due to the presence of
a virtual zero-energy resonance in the initial state chan-
nel. Note that the position of the peak is slightly shifted
with respect to that seen in annihilation of wino DM
due to the strong nuclear potential, which induces a
shift in the binding energy of the shallow bound state.
The dip in the cross section around 2 TeV can be ex-
plained, in the nucleon effective field theory, as a de-
structive interference between the V0V0 → D03 + γ and
V0V0 → (V+V−)∗ → D03 + γ diagrams. More details will
be given in [16].
Note that the bound state formed, D03, is not gener-
ically the ground state; the SM electroweak interac-
tions, and likely also the strong interactions, favour
the spin-0 singlet D01 to be lightest isotope. This im-
plies that the triplet will subsequently decay to the
ground state through a magnetic transition with rate
Γ ∼ κ2α√EB1EB3(EB1 − EB3)2/M2 [10], leading to a
second monochromatic photon signal with energy Eγ =
EB1 −EB3 . Multiple photon lines with equal rate would
be a smoking gun signature for bound state formation in
the dark sector, allowing us to easily discriminate it from
signals due to DM annihilation.
Composite SM-singlet DM In models with SM-
singlet nucleons, formation of heavier nuclei requires in-
teraction with a (SM-neutral) light state to carry away
the binding energy emitted in the process. This state can
be a dark photon. We assume that DM belongs to an
asymmetric dark baryon doublet, (N+, N−) with equal
mass and opposite dark photon charge. This can be re-
alised with and SU(3)D dark gauge theory with 2 degen-
erate flavours with opposite unit charges. More general
assignments are possible.
The nuclear potential has a flavour-singlet spin-1 chan-
nel, and a flavour-triplet spin-0 channel. Including the
dark photon interaction, the potential in the neutral sec-
tor is described by
V S=0,1Q=0 = −αD
e−MV r
r
+ V N3,1(r) . (8)
We neglect charged channels, which are repulsive and
lead to smaller cross sections.
Through a magnetic transition N+ and N− can form
bound states with spin-0 (1), with the emission of a dark
photon with energy EB3 (EB1) respectively. The cross
section for the process N+N− → D1,3 + γD can be com-
puted using (5) with an extra factor of 1/4 to account for
distinguishable particles in the initial state. The dark
photon then decays to the SM through kinetic mixing
between the dark and hypercharge field strengths,
LD = −1
4
FDµνF
µν
D −
1
2
M2V VµV
µ− 
2cW
FDµνB
µν . (9)
The dark photon phenomenology is similar to that of
4FIG. 3. Cross sections for dark deuterium formation N+N− → D1 + γD as a function of mass in models with SM-singlet
composite DM and a dark photon. The light red regions are excluded by the CMB (β ∼ 10−8), see eq. (10). Left panel:
Constraints for light DM and small binding energies and couplings, as dictated by the CMB constraints. Right panel: Constraints
for intermediate DM masses and sizeable binding energies and couplings; indirect detection constraints (light blue region) arise
from diffuse γ-ray spectra from dwarf spheroidal galaxies as extracted from [21] (assuming 30% branching fraction for γD → ττ).
weakly coupled models, see for example [22] for the al-
lowed region of the (,MV ) parameter space.
In order to estimate the indirect detection bounds due
to diffuse photons we recast the analysis of [21], assuming
30% branching fraction of dark photons to ττ . If DM is
light, bound state formation is also strongly limited by
hydrogen re-ionization, since the CMB provides a rather
model-independent bound on the energy injected into the
thermal photon bath after recombination [23]. By using
the result from PLANCK [24], this bound translates in
our case to
〈σDγ∗vrel〉CMB < 8.2× 10
−28 cm3s−1
feff
× M
2
E2B
× EB
GeV
,
(10)
where the efficiency factor feff depends mildly on the de-
cay channel. For our purposes we will take feff ≈ 0.5.
Neglecting long-distance effects (that tend to increase
the cross section), the nuclear rate in eq. (3) indicates
that binding energies have to be relatively small in or-
der to satisfy the strong CMB bounds, namely EB/M .
10−3(M/GeV)6/5(0.001/αD)2/5.
Estimates of the bounds on this scenario from dwarf
spheroidal galaxies and the CMB are shown in Fig. 3 with
the latter currently yielding a stronger constraint. The
strongest bound arises from the formation of D1 which
is enhanced with respect to D3 production by a rela-
tive factor of (EB1/EB3)
5/2. For our specific choice of
parameters we have verified that the cosmological pro-
duction of dark deuterium is small, see [10]. Changing
the parameters may result in dark deuterium, and pos-
sibly heavier dark nuclei, being synthesised primordially.
This would reduce the indirect-detection rate, but could
also potentially trigger processes such as dark tritium for-
mation. Indeed, barring bottle-necks, light nuclear DM
could produce a sizeable population of heavy dark nuclei
[25, 26] resulting in novel phenomena that would merit
detailed analysis.
The peaks of the indirect-detection cross section corre-
spond to regions with a large non-perturbative enhance-
ment due to presence of virtual zero-energy bound states.
We expect the DM elastic cross section to be similarly
enhanced, and hence constrained by limits on DM self-
interactions from e.g. the Bullet Cluster [27]. The s-
wave elastic cross section is given by σel = 4pi/p
2 sin2 δ ≈
4pia2/(1 + p2a2). We compute it by extracting phase
shifts from solutions of the Schroedinger equation eq. (4)
using e2iδ = e−ipr∞(u′(r∞)+ipu(r∞))/
√
4pi ; in different
regions of parameter space these can be dominated either
by the nuclear forces or by the long range interactions.
The cross section is strongly dependent on the character
of the force mediated by the massive dark photon. For
opposite-sign DM particles the potential is attractive and
the rate displays peaks where the cross section saturates
to σel ∼ 4pi/p2. For same-sign particles the rate can still
be sizeable. In some regions of parameter space the veloc-
ity dependence of the cross section allows the Bullet Clus-
ter constraint to be satisfied, while simultaneously giving
rise at lower velocities to a cross section σel & cm2/g that
could explain observed small-scale properties of DM, see
[28] for a review. We illustrate this phenomenon in Fig.
4. Constraints from self-interactions are particularly im-
portant for binding energies smaller than the mediator
mass, where the strong CMB bound no longer holds.
Summary and outlook. In this letter we studied
the indirect detection signal associated with the forma-
tion of bound states of DM, due to the emission of quanta
with energy equal to the binding energy of the bound
state. This can lead to a monochromatic photon line
or diffuse γ-ray emission within reach of existing experi-
ments such as FERMI. De-excitation to the ground state
5FIG. 4. Elastic cross section from DM self-interactions as a
function of DM mass, for the allowed region of Fig. 3 (left).
The bullet cluster constraint corresponds to β ≈ 4000 km/s,
while β ≈ 200km/s is a velocity typically found in galactic
cores [28].
could produce additional lines; a striking signature of
bound state formation that is easily distinguishable from
annihilating DM.
This mechanism is particularly relevant for detection
of asymmetric DM, which does not annihilate and would
not typically give rise to a measurable indirect-detection
signal. It is also relevant for thermal DM, where the pho-
tons emitted in bound state formation would be comple-
mentary to the signal from direct annihilation of DM to
photons.
We focused on magnetic dipole interactions of (dark)
nuclear DM in two simple and compelling scenarios. De-
spite the strongly-coupled nature of the nuclear interac-
tions the production cross section for bound states can
be calculated at leading order in terms of the binding en-
ergies. Determining these in a strongly-coupled SU(N)D
gauge theory is an interesting problem that merits fur-
ther study, and could be solved on the lattice.
In this letter we have just skimmed the surface of
the fascinating phenomenology of strongly-coupled dark
matter bound states. Similar effects can arise due to elec-
tric dipole interactions for example, or emission of ‘dark
pions’. Furthermore for large binding energies emission
of W and Z bosons may become kinematically allowed,
leading to novel signatures.
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